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Preface

As an Air Force airlift pilot, I had seen the aircraft of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet parked on airbases around the world but had never really given them much thought. Shortly after making the transition to flying in the Reserves, I was hired at a civilian airline and noticed that I rarely saw those same charter passenger aircraft at the airports I was transiting. After reading an article in an airline industry magazine regarding the bankruptcy of ATA Airlines, I began to see just how important these airlines were to the defense of the country, yet just how tenuous their business situation could be. Although there have been papers written and testimonies given regarding this point, no fresh attempt at protecting these airlines has been developed. The goal of my research was to highlight a looming problem that could have serious implications for the future of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet and discuss alternatives that could protect this important segment of national airlift policy.

I would like to thank my wife, son, and daughter for allowing me the time to work on this project. In addition, I would like to thank my instructor and advisor, Col Fred P. Stone, who was exceedingly helpful as well as patient while I worked through this research amidst multiple TDYs.
Abstract

The charter passenger airlines which participate in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) supply ninety percent of all Department of Defense (DOD) passenger airlift because the DOD has not invested in its own organic passenger aircraft. In the past decade, the charter passenger airlines have experienced an erosion of their commercial business base due to competition from low-cost carriers as well as larger airlines seeking to bolster flagging revenues by expanding into the vacation markets once dominated by the charter passenger airlines. As DOD requirements diminish with the conclusion of Operations Enduring Freedom and New Dawn, the future solvency of these airlines and their ability to support DOD CRAF commitments is in doubt.

This paper utilizes the problem/solution framework in order to examine changes in the charter passenger airline industry and what impact, if any, these changes will have on this segment of the CRAF. It finds that by extending the length of contracts offered to the charter passenger airlines from one to five years while allowing these airlines to base more of their total revenue on government contracts, the DOD can best ensure the future viability of this segment of the CRAF. While it is obviously difficult to predict future DOD airlift requirements, the stability provided by long-term contracts to the charter passenger airlines would provide the best assurance that this important airlift asset is available to support future airlift mobilization.
**Introduction**

In April of 2008, a unit of the United States National Guard which was scheduled for redeployment from a combat zone was forced to remain in harm’s way longer while transportation was scheduled to bring them home. This unfortunate incident was caused by the charter airline that was scheduled to bring them home unexpectedly declaring bankruptcy.¹ This delay extended the time these service members were exposed to hostile fire and undoubtedly caused undue stress and strain on their families. Up to the point of bankruptcy, this airline had been a significant participant in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF), which forms the backbone of Department of Defense (DOD) airlift strategy.² Comprising ninety percent of DOD passenger airlift requirements, the charter passenger airline component of the CRAF had experienced a sixty percent decrease in capacity since 2003 and was now less able to absorb the shock to the system that this airline’s bankruptcy caused. This left open the real possibility of more combat troops being left in combat zones without transportation home.³

Established by executive order in 1951, the CRAF fulfills the airlift needs of the DOD by providing civilian aircraft to augment its organic airlift assets.⁴ This is by design, not by necessity. Akin to a contractor employing subcontractors for specific construction needs rather than paying a staff of highly-skilled laborers, military planners recognized even prior to the creation of the CRAF that it was far less expensive to contract airlift needs to civilian airlines than to maintain its own fleet of passenger aircraft.⁵ Indeed, rough estimates by Military Airlift Command (MAC) planners in the 1980s indicated that “reserve airlift capacity was about six to eight times less costly to maintain in CRAF than in the military fleet.”⁶ The obvious prerequisite to these savings, however, is that the CRAF participants must be in business when DOD requires their services.
There is an obvious benefit of the CRAF, but it is not without risks to the DOD. The airline industry is as volatile as it is cyclical and is heavily affected by a myriad of factors such as the global economy, weather, terrorist acts, and oil prices. For example, the global airline industry experienced negative growth in the years following both Operation Desert Storm (ODS) and the 11 September 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center, causing numerous bankruptcies and reductions within the industry. Similarly, DOD airlift requirements follow an unpredictable, cyclical pattern. In times of contingency operations such as ODS or Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), airlift requirements will naturally be elevated, followed by a decline to peacetime levels once the operation is concluded.

The biggest danger to the CRAF then becomes the possibility that these two patterns will coincide at the point of lowest demand. Owing to two factors, the charter passenger airlines which contribute to the CRAF are particularly significant to this study. First, charter passenger airlines transport ninety percent of DOD passengers on an annual basis. Second, the charter passenger airline market in the United States as well as the rest of the world experienced a significant loss in demand as a result of the rise of online ticket selling and low-cost carriers. This downswing, however, was masked by DOD airlift demands from OEF and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) which ultimately resulted in a four-fold increase over the five years preceding these operations. The transition in Iraq from OIF to Operation New Dawn (OND) with its resulting troop withdrawals, in combination with the recent announcement by President Barack Obama to begin withdrawing troops from Afghanistan, clearly signal that DOD airlift demand is moving toward a peacetime low level.

When set against a backdrop of airline volatility and DOD reliance, this impending demand reduction for charter passenger airline business presents a significant question: To
ensure future passenger airlift needs will be met, how can DOD best ensure the viability of the charter passenger airline companies which participate in the CRAF following reductions in airlift needs generated by OEF/OND operations? This paper will answer this question using historical airline trends and current airline industry analysis to predict future participation. By separating the charter passenger airline component of the CRAF from the other components, this paper will show that while the overall health of the CRAF appears to be robust, the critical passenger airlift segment is in danger of failure due to lack of future requirements.

To address the question of protecting DOD passenger airlift capability through support of charter passenger airlines, this paper will utilize the problem/solution framework. Section 1 outlines the history and structure of the CRAF, highlights the steps in place currently to ensure airline participation, and addresses issues in the charter airline industry. Section 2 discusses the CRAF processes in place which are detrimental to the charter passenger carriers and how the changing airline landscape is threatening their existence, as well as criteria for successful alternatives. Section 3 will present three solutions to the problem: lengthening the contracts available, dissolution of an unwieldy rule, and status quo. Section 4 will compare the three solutions for their ability to meet criteria discussed in Section 2. Finally, Section 5 will make conclusions based upon the findings in Section 4 and make recommendations regarding the best course of action for CRAF leadership.

**Background**

_Airlift is an exceedingly important function...it is one of those functions which is so all pervasive that people tend to forget about it_  

--Hans Mark  
Secretary of the Air Force
History of the CRAF

In 1921, the Army Air Service (AAS) engineering department found that the best option for rapid movement of troops, ammunition, and supplies was by air. Unfortunately, aviation technology had not yet created aircraft capable of moving vast amounts of cargo and personnel over extended distances. Technological barriers notwithstanding, the Air Service began experimenting with a limited air supply system using open cockpit aircraft modified for small amounts of cargo. Although the results were limited, the potential for air transport was recognized in these early stages and the AAS urged the War Department to pursue air transportation by the use of civilian airlines or a fleet of military transport aircraft.

In the next two decades, aircraft technology advanced rapidly and by the time the United States became involved in World War II (WWII), airlines were flying all-metal, low-wing aircraft such as the Douglas DC-3 which were capable of reliably crossing large distances, including the Atlantic Ocean. This capability became fortuitous for the war effort as the AAS lacked sufficient capabilities to meet its need for airlift. Throughout WWII, civilian airlines provided invaluable airlift augmentation to the war effort and proved the efficacy of the military-civilian airlift team. During the Korean War, the United States once again found itself short of necessary airlift and relied on civilian airlines to fulfill its requirements. While this ad-hoc arrangement between the government and civilian airlines had worked twice, there was clearly a need for a more formalized arrangement.

In 1951, seeking to standardize and cement this relationship, President Eisenhower issued an executive order, which was signed the proceeding year by President Truman, to establish what would become known as the CRAF. The ensuing decades saw an increasing need for the airlift capacities that the CRAF possessed with the expansion of United States’ involvement overseas.
and the increasing demand brought by United States commitment to NATO during the Cold War. In 1987, President Reagan signed National Security Decision Directive (NSDD)-280, which stated “It is therefore the policy of the United States to recognize the interdependence of military and civilian airlift capabilities in meeting wartime airlift requirements, and to protect those national security interests contained within the commercial air carrier industry.” This National Airlift Policy was put to the test shortly thereafter with the first activation of the CRAF in support of ODS and then again in 2003 to support OIF. In both cases, the CRAF provided surge airlift capacity to meet national objectives and proved the worth of the work done by policy makers toward its development over the past half-decade.

**Organization of the CRAF**

The CRAF is a contractually-based, voluntary program wherein civilian airlines agree to transport United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) personnel and cargo in exchange for access to government defense contracts. Composed of United States registered civilian transport aircraft which fill the needs of long and short-range international, aeromedical evacuation, domestic, and Alaskan airlift requirements, the CRAF aims to augment DOD airlift capabilities through a mix of aircraft type sourced from the civilian airlines. In exchange for this added revenue, airlines must agree to surrender predetermined numbers of their aircraft and aircrew to DOD in times of necessity as determined by the President, Secretary of Defense, or USTRANSCOM Commander. The degree of necessity is broken up into three stages of activation. Stage I is for an expansion in peacetime military requirements or minor contingencies when concurrent deployment and other airlift needs cannot be met by organic DOD assets. Stage II is for a defense airlift emergency greater than Stage I and is normally used
for one major theater war (MTW). Stage III is for times of national emergencies when the entirety of the CRAF is needed to support multiple MTWs.  

**Airline Participation Incentives**

In order for an airline to compete for the approximately $2.1 billion annual CRAF funding they must first meet certain requirements. They must be a United States-certificated FAA Part 121 carrier, demonstrate 12 months of operation prior to applying to the CRAF, be able to commit 15 percent of cargo fleet or 30 percent of passenger fleet, not exceed 40 percent of total flying hours from government contracts, and own or lease the aircraft being contracted. Additionally, the aircrews cannot be part of the Armed Forces Reserves or National Guard to prevent their absence during CRAF activation and Guard/Reserve obligations. Lastly, the aircrews must be able to maintain a secret clearance. Provided these requirements are met, Air Mobility Command (AMC) officials conduct an on-site survey to review the feasibility of the carrier’s participation in the CRAF. Once approval is granted, the carrier is eligible to compete for CRAF contracts.

Fundamental to the construct of the CRAF is the relationship it creates between DOD and civilian airlines. In times of lesser demand on the airlines, DOD provides revenue to the airlines to help weather economic lulls. In exchange, the airlines agree that in times of high DOD airlift need, they will provide the required airlift to augment organic DOD capabilities, regardless of the impact on their financial operation. This relationship can obviously be risky to civilian carriers should a Stage activation occur. During ODS, the resulting Stage II activation of the CRAF caused many of the participating airlines to lose significant revenue and market share to foreign competitors. This led a few carriers to not renew their contracts with the CRAF in the following years, leaving the CRAF under committed in relation to its requirements. In light of
this, DOD reexamined its incentive program and made modifications to the system to better incentivize participation.

The largest change came in the form of the Government Services Administration (GSA) City Pairs program (CPP). This program made CRAF-participating airlines the preferred source for all government travel during peacetime. While the CPP had been in existence for a number of years, the change following ODS was to link it to CRAF participation. In exchange for CRAF revenue, the CPP provides the government with discounted, fully-refundable airfare that is easily bookable, especially last minute, with no blackout dates. With available revenues approaching $3 billion annually, this incentive has succeeded in revitalizing participation in the CRAF, including those carriers which backed out following ODS. This trend has continued up to the present. The CPP accounts for approximately sixty percent of the CRAF incentives with the remaining forty percent residing in the fixed and expansion buy programs.

These fixed and expansion buy programs are the way that airlines without regularly scheduled service can bid on CRAF contracts outside the CPP. Let on a yearly basis, the fixed buy contracts provide scheduled flights across the Atlantic and Pacific, usually on a weekly basis, to move passengers and cargo. For airlift that falls outside this regularly scheduled requirement, such as exercises or contingencies, special assignments missions, the expansion buy allows for CRAF airlines to bid on additional airlift contracts. For the DOD, these buys ensure airlift capacity will be met for the following year and gives options for additional airlift when unforeseen requirements surface.

**Charter Airline Industry**

Within the passenger airline industry lie two separate business models: the scheduled airlines and the charter airlines. The scheduled passenger airlines, or “mainline” as they are
more commonly known in the industry, operate a fixed schedule between cities and sell their seats on an individual basis. Consisting of widely-recognized companies such as United, Delta, American, and Southwest, mainline carriers compete for business and leisure travel revenue by marketing seats on their flights directly to the flying public. Because part of this marketing strategy often involves costly amenities which cut into profit margins, such as in-flight food, entertainment, and points toward future free travel, mainline carriers must constantly strive to fill their aircraft to capacity to achieve profit. This requires a constantly evolving shuffle of aircraft from route to route along with increases and decreases in frequency along those routes to meet the ebbs and flows of demand. Ideally, a mainline carrier will have very little excess capacity as a result of these changes in order to maximize their profits.

The charter airlines, however, sell the use of an entire aircraft rather than individual seats. This business model has historically targeted tourism groups and government agencies as its customer base. In the case of the tourism industry, airline travel is booked through tour groups who package tours and accommodations together with the airfare. Government charter travel is similarly booked through government agencies, in the case of DOD, this agency is USTRANSCOM. The commonality in these systems is that travelers have little to no choice in the airline used for their travel. This has its advantages for the charter airlines. There are almost no advertising costs, no requirement for a first class section, distance between seats can be minimized allowing for more seats on a given aircraft, and in-flight amenities are not usually required. Additionally, larger, more economical aircraft can be used because frequency of flights is not a priority. While these advantages mean that a charter airline can operate at a much lower cost per average seat mile (CASM), it effectively places them into a niche market where they are more susceptible to fluctuations in discretionary and governmental spending alike.
In the late 1990s, a change began to take place in the charter airline industry. The first change was the rise of the low-cost carrier (LCC). Airlines such as Southwest, Airtran, and Jetblue were offering the traveling public significantly lower airfares by eliminating amenities and streamlining their operations in a successful attempt to draw customers away from the mainline carriers.\(^3^4\) The second change was that the internet had become increasingly accessible to the public and with it had come the ability for the potential traveler to purchase air travel directly rather than through a travel agent or tour group. This allowed the traveler to shop for the best prices, but, more relevant to the charter airline industry, it enabled travelers to tailor their vacations on their own timelines, rather than buying packages for set periods from tour groups.\(^3^5\) As airfares continued to decrease in price and customers began turning away from all-inclusive tour packages, the charter airline industry began to decline.

Following the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on 11 September 2001, the global economy entered a downturn. Businesses were forced to seek ways to trim expenditures and business travel seemed a likely source. This, coupled with rising fuel prices and the significant decrease in travel resulting from the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak in 2003, led the mainline airlines to rethink their revenue streams in the face of decreasing profits. While a large portion of their revenues had been from business travelers prior to 2000, they began to turn to leisure markets previously serviced primarily by the charter airlines as a way to increase revenue lost from business travel.\(^3^6\) This confluence of pressures led to the charter passenger airline industry’s domestic profits decreasing significantly, from $1.5 billion to $200 million, in a ten year period beginning in the late 1990s.\(^3^7\) Clearly the domestic market had shifted to a point where charter passenger airline survival was uncertain.
Fortunately for the charter airlines, in strictly financial terms, DOD airlift requirements resulting from OEF and OIF quadrupled during the same time period. Between 2003 and 2008, charter airlines transported 2.8 million troops in support of OIF while simultaneously moving 735,000 troops in support of OEF between 2001 and 2008.\(^{38}\) This represents approximately ninety percent of DOD passengers moved to support these two operations and happened against a backdrop of a fifty-five percent decrease in charter airline capacity due to the aforementioned industry decline.\(^{39}\) Unfortunately for the charter airlines, once again in strictly financial terms, OEF and OIF/OND are now in the process of winding down. As CRAF passenger airlift requirements return to pre-conflict levels, the marked decrease in domestic revenues highlighted by Mr. Coretz, president of Omni Air International, will undoubtedly cause a further drop in passenger capacity available to the CRAF as charter airlines fail in light of diminished revenues.\(^{40}\)

There are two points which are important and bear emphasizing. The first is that the CRAF is a vital part of DOD mobility capabilities in support of national security objectives. The second is that the charter airline segment of the CRAF is possibly the most important because DOD lacks any significant organic passenger airlift capability. In light of these points, it is surprising that many experts indicate that the CRAF is in healthy overall shape. A report by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to the Senate Armed Services Subcommittee states that CRAF funding accounts for less than five percent of civilian airline revenues and repeatedly points out that the impact of the drawdown should be negligible.\(^{41}\) What this aggregate look at the CRAF fails to highlight, except for one brief statement, is that while the whole of the CRAF looks healthy, a small segment which carries a disproportionate amount of passengers is not nearly as robust. Supporting this, the Institute for Defense Analyses reported to Congress that
while revenue streams to the CRAF as a whole look healthy, the charter passenger segment may “become too small to meet peak demands” following drawdown. For any true examination of the CRAF to be valuable, it must break CRAF into its respective segments and analyze each one against itself only.

Analysis

Mobilization Value Points

The CRAF is structured in such a way as to encourage participation at all levels. This means that some airlines will participate nearly constantly while others will only do so in times of wartime mobilization. Inherent to this structure is the concept of Mobilization Value Points (MVP). In this system, airlines are awarded points based on their commitment to the CRAF for potential times of activation. These points can then be redeemed for peacetime business. By committing more aircraft and crews to potential CRAF activation, an airline will be rewarded with more peacetime DOD business. Airlines can also pick which stage of activation they are willing to commit to. Stage I has the highest likelihood of being activated due to its use for peacetime surges and minor contingencies while Stage III carries the least risk of activation because multiple theater wars so rarely happen. In fact, activation has occurred only twice, during ODS and OIF, and only during ODS was Stage II activated while Stage III has never been activated.

This MVP system has led to the existence of teaming arrangements within the airline industry with the bulk of the CRAF money being split between two large teams known as the Alliance Contractor Team (Alliance Team) and the Federal Express Charter Programs Team (FedEx Team). For fiscal year 2010 (FY10), both teams were awarded approximately $3 billion
in CRAF revenues. The remaining CRAF revenues totaling approximately $420 million were
split between the UPS Team and two other individual carriers. These teams are made up of
airlines with different specialties (cargo, passenger, both) as well as varying fleet sizes by design
in order to maximize revenues for all members while diminishing the risk of activation to those
who do not desire it.

The FedEx Team, for example, is made up of Air Transport International (ATI), Atlas
Air Incorporated, Continental Airlines, Federal Express (FedEx), Omni Air International (OAI),
and Polar Air Cargo Worldwide. These six airlines consist of one mainline passenger airline
(Continental), four cargo airlines (ATI, Atlas, FedEx, Polar), and one charter passenger airline.
By mixing the capabilities of the team, they are able to compete for the most available MVP.
For the cargo carriers, more MVP equals more business, regardless of peacetime or activation
status because they operate on a strictly charter basis so there is no schedule to disrupt. The
passenger airlines, however, have different motivations.

Continental is a mainline airline with scheduled routes that must be maintained at all
times. As previously mentioned, current economic trends in the airline industry have caused the
mainline carriers to trim excess capacity, meaning any CRAF activation would remove valuable
aircraft from scheduled routes thereby allowing competitors to potentially gain market share.
Conversely, OAI is a smaller carrier who depends largely on government contracts. In 2001, for
example, OAI received twenty four percent of its revenues from CRAF contracts while
Continental received zero. What this shows is that mainline carriers like Continental use
CRAF commitment as a way of gaining access to CPP revenues at relatively little risk to their
schedules because they commit mainly to Stage III, which is unlikely to be activated. At the
same time, the team partnerships allow them to sell their MVP to airlines like Omni, who rely
much more on Craf revenue, thereby making additional revenue with no work. The smaller charter passenger airlines are able to access these team points and significantly raise their revenues while only paying a subsidy to the larger airlines.

On the surface, this is effective organization for all parties, especially DOD. The team concept seems to provide DOD insurance for scenarios such as the bankruptcy highlighted at the beginning of this paper. The airline in question, American Trans Air (ATA) had previously been the largest contributor to the charter passenger segment of the Craf and participated in the FedEx Team. Supporters of MVP and teaming arrangements point to the ability of the other members of the FedEx Team to cover unexpected losses in capacity within the team as a demonstration of the strength of this system. General Duncan McNabb, Commander of USTRANSCOM, testified before Congress that, regarding the bankruptcy of ATA, it was the members of the team who stepped up to fly the seventy one missions unfilled due to the bankruptcy, thereby honoring the team’s contractual obligation. What General McNabb left out was that it was the FedEx Team who caused the bankruptcy in the first place.

In 2010, ATA won a breach-of-contract lawsuit against FedEx over their membership and subsequent termination as part of the Craf FedEx Team. The court found that the decision by FedEx not to honor the business promised to ATA for 2009 caused ATA’s bankruptcy. This business was then awarded to Northwest Airlines, another member of the FedEx team, who had successfully petitioned FedEx for ATA’s share of the team business. While it is impossible to know how this deal between FedEx and Northwest was reached, what is clear is that the larger airline won. ATA operated twenty nine aircraft at the time of their bankruptcy while Northwest operated three hundred and sixty six. Although the relationship between ATA and FedEx in the Craf arena had lasted in excess of twenty years, FedEx saw fit to undermine
the stability of ATA by denying them the team MVP revenue they had been promised. By supporting a much larger carrier which, perhaps not coincidentally, was just emerging from bankruptcy and perhaps looking for additional revenue, FedEx exposed the vulnerability that the smaller passenger charter airlines have in the MVP team construct of the CRAF.

**60/40 Rule**

The so-called “60/40” rule has been a part of the CRAF for forty years and, theoretically, is in place to ensure that airlines do not rely too heavily upon government contract revenue to remain solvent. The term “60/40” comes from the requirement for airlines to obtain no more than forty percent of their revenues from CRAF contracts and, more specifically, is spelled out as “not [to] exceed 40% of total block hours from government sources (as of FY11)” by the Air Mobility Command. Due to historical fluctuations in CRAF revenues, the 60/40 rule has always been seen as a way of ensuring the viability of the CRAF by requiring participating airlines to have a steady stream of income from other than government sources. This does make practical sense for the DOD. Ensuring that contractors are adequately diversified to be able to absorb fluctuations in individual sectors of their market means that DOD can plan on their augmentation in times of need. Supporting this, the Congressional Budget Office released a report in which it stated the 60/40 policy not only diversifies a company’s overall business model, but also gives a sixty percent reserve of capacity from which the DOD can draw in times of surge airlift need.

Unfortunately, this view fails to take into consideration the changes in the charter passenger airline industry of the last decade. At a time when the DOD is relying on the charter passenger airlines to airlift ninety percent of its personnel, it has allowed the charter passenger airlines to gain fifty percent of their revenues from government contracts. Clearly this is in
violation of the 60/40 rule, but what is more surprising is that the same Congressionally-sponsored report predicted that the passenger charter airlines would shrink in capacity by one-third when DOD demand drops off from current OEF/OND needs. Effectively, while experts are saying that the 60/40 rule protects not only the DOD, but the airlines themselves, they are being shown data that indicates quite the opposite. If the 60/40 rule is designed with the health of the individual airlines in mind, then a decrease in profits from DOD should not result in a one-third failure rate of participating charter passenger airlines.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) stated that “in addition to ensuring that the military maintains airlift capacity for a surge, the 60/40 policy reduces the likelihood that individual carriers will become too reliant on business from DOD” and supported the success of the 60/40 rule by showing that of thirty three airlines participating in the program in 2007, only four fell below the sixty percent threshold. While they point out that three of these four were charter passenger airlines, what is perhaps more important to note is that there were only four participating charter passenger airlines at this time. This places seventy-five percent of the charter passenger airlines reliant on government contracts for a significant portion of their revenue. Once again, while the whole of the CRAF looks healthy, the charter passenger segment is in danger when DOD money diminishes.

Implications

The MVP and 60/40 systems are in place to ensure that the CRAF and the airlines which participate are healthy. These are systems that have served DOD well during the history of the CRAF yet appear to be in need of alterations given the current state of the airline industry. Due to the large passenger airlines capacity which exists in the United States, DOD has historically relied on civilian airlines to transport its passengers and focused its aircraft allocation on cargo
aircraft such as the C-5 and C-17 which have no civilian counterparts. This is a fiscally sound approach, as it is estimated that the CRAF activation during ODS cost the government approximately $1.5 billion while replacing that capacity with government airlift would have cost between $15 and $50 billion.\textsuperscript{57} Since it is obviously not feasible to replace CRAF capacity with organic DOD airlift, protecting the viability of the CRAF as a whole is of paramount importance to national security. Considering this, criteria must be established in order to evaluate alternatives to the present CRAF incentives. To establish these criteria, the objectives of each segment of the CRAF must be examined in order to evaluate the level of commitment that will ensure continued cooperation by the different organizations.

First and perhaps most importantly are the objectives of the DOD with respect to the CRAF. The first presidential policy statement on the CRAF in 1960 focused on the importance of the “utilization of the commercial fleet as the first recourse for military airlift in peace and war” thereby laying the foundation for the reliance on the CRAF by the DOD.\textsuperscript{58} Fifty years later General McNabb, Commander, USTRANSCOM, said the DOD “simply could not accomplish our mission without the unique capabilities our commercial industry partners provide.”\textsuperscript{59} While there are no sources directly stating how the CRAF would function should one of its segments (cargo or passenger) cease to fulfill its requirements, it is a reasonable assumption that both segments must be operational for the CRAF as a whole to be healthy. Obviously, transporting personnel without their equipment or equipment without personnel to operate cannot achieve objectives in a war or emergency. Thus the criteria for the CRAF to support DOD objectives is that all segments of the CRAF be staffed at levels which will support airlift requirements for Stage I, II, and III activations when called for.
The civilian airline segment of the CRAF has different criteria for continued participation. The two business models that make up the passenger portion of the CRAF, the mainline and charter passenger airlines, have a fundamental objective: remain solvent in order to provide a return on investment to shareholders and ensure continued future operations. How each one meets these objectives with respect to the CRAF, however, is different. The mainline airlines have trimmed excess capacity and generally displayed little interest in competing for CRAF peacetime business. For the mainline airlines, agreeing to peacetime and Stage I commitments would remove valuable aircraft from scheduled service and have the potential to cause significant disruption to their business. Stage II and III commitments, however, allow mainline airlines to participate in the CPP while drastically reducing the risk of activation. Any change to the CRAF must then preserve the mainline airlines commitment to the CRAF as they provide the bulk of aircraft needed should a Stage II or III activation become necessary.

Owing to their small fleet size and lack of regular scheduled service, the charter passenger airlines rely on the peacetime and Stage I business for a large amount of their revenue. As previously mentioned, the non-governmental charter revenues available to these carriers has dramatically decreased in the last decade, leaving DOD business as a key revenue source. Thus, ensuring access to this peacetime CRAF revenue is requisite to ensuring the viability of the charter passenger airlines.

On the whole, the passenger segment of the CRAF has two participants who depend on each other, although not directly, to maintain participation. The mainline carriers do not have the excess capacity to contribute to peacetime airlift needs and so rely on the charter airlines to fulfill this need so that they can continue to access CPP revenue with little risk of activation. As the CRAF is a voluntary program, a threat of utilizing mainline airlines for peacetime airlift needs in
the absence of charter airlines would risk a withdrawal of mainline airlines from CRAF participation. For the charter passenger airlines that depend on the peacetime CRAF revenue, the willingness of the mainline airlines to not largely participate in peacetime airlift allows them continued access to this revenue. Any alternative must meet projected future CRAF passenger demands for peacetime and Stage I airlift requirements while protecting the commitment to the significantly higher Stage II and III airlift requirements.

As with any contract-based system, incentives must be provided in such ways that are beneficial to all parties. In regards to the charter passenger airlines, the changing airline business has left these airlines more reliant on DOD business. In light of DOD reliance upon these airlines, changes to the CRAF incentives should be considered in order to guarantee their continued support of the CRAF and, ultimately, national security. Potential solutions must meet the criteria of fulfilling CRAF Stage I, II, and III activation requirements with minimal cost increases while also ensuring that charter passenger carriers are compensated in a manner that will support their continued operation.

**Alternatives**

**Long Term Contracts**

Currently, the fixed and expansion-buy contracts are let on a yearly basis. While this is in keeping with government budgeting in which fiscal year budgets are updated on a yearly basis, it does not provide airlines that rely on this revenue the ability to accurately forecast future requirements. General McNabb, Commander of USTRANSCOM, admitted to Congress that while USTRANSCOM tended to forecast its airlift requirements four or five months in advance, the participating airlines really need to be looking five to ten years in the future. Given that most businesses formulate models based on long-term forecasts, it is perhaps surprising that
DOD does not provide CRAF participants with the ability to do so. While it is true that this year-to-year contract system has worked in the past, providing adequate commitment to the CRAF from civilian airlines, there have been indications that the charter passenger segment is experiencing difficulties.

In the case of ATA’s bankruptcy, for example, the removal from the FedEx Team for the upcoming fiscal year directly caused ATA to cease operations. Compounding their predicament, ATA had made a purchase of nine aircraft two years earlier in order to meet their contribution to DOD airlift requirements. This purchase, which incurred $50 million in debt for ATA, was based on a written agreement with FedEx for fifty percent of the CRAF peacetime revenues generated by the team for the upcoming three years. This situation highlights two points: the first is that airlines may be unwilling to commit to continued support of the CRAF without a guarantee of revenue to support their investment, and second that the loss of revenue for one year can bankrupt an airline that relies on DOD business for a large portion of their earnings.

The solution to this would be for DOD to guarantee CRAF business in the fixed-buy portion for longer periods, at a minimum five years. Given that the current fixed-buy uses eighty percent of the average of the previous five years to calculate the next year’s fixed-buy contract, using the same calculation for the following five years would not be difficult. This would allow charter passenger carriers to budget for the appropriate fleet size in order to meet DOD requirements. Airlines must commit to significant capital investments, including expensive maintenance and overhaul of aircraft, sourcing of technical support, and training of personnel that cannot be recaptured with a year-long contract. By lengthening the amount of time for CRAF airlift contracts, charter passenger airlines would provide a more stable pool of CRAF participants for the DOD to utilize in times of airlift surges which fall short of stage activation.
Removal of the 60/40 Rule

The 60/40 rule was originally constructed as a way to ensure that CRAF participants were economically stable enough to provide a continuity of service to the DOD. Additionally, this rule also aimed at ensuring the safe operation of the civilian airlines. It was thought that an unsafe airline would not be able to remain in business if they operated in this manner, so the 60/40 rule would ensure that only safe airlines participated. The subsequent requirement for participation in the CRAF that an airline be FAA Part 121 certificated has supplanted the need for the 60/40 rule to enforce safety. In light of the dwindling commercial market for charter passenger airlines and the continued reliance by DOD on these airlines due to lack of sufficient organic passenger airlift capability, it is increasingly difficult for charter passenger airlines to abide by this rule.

Perhaps in recognition of these issues, it seems that DOD has consistently overlooked the rule in the past decade. A GAO study could find no written documentation of the rule in any CRAF regulation. They also determined through interviews with CRAF participating airlines that there was confusion among the carriers as to how exactly the rule was enforced. Some carriers were even unaware that the rule existed. When added to their assessment that there is little proof that the 60/40 rule actually ensures a safer surge capability for DOD airlift, it is clear that the 60/40 rule is ineffective.

The abolishment of the 60/40 rule would remove ambiguity regarding its enforcement and allow charter passenger airlines to know for certain whether or not to plan for its enforcement. With no way of forecasting whether or not the rule will be enforced following the drawdown from OEF and OND requirements, airlines are wary of committing money to improvements to their fleets which would only add to the future capabilities of the CRAF.
Additionally, uncertainty regarding the 60/40 rule enforcement could hinder companies from adequately sizing their fleets which could have an impact on future DOD surge airlift capability. Also, as pointed out by the president of Omni Air International, there are no other sectors of government contracting where a rule such as the 60/40 rule is enforced. Ultimately, allowing charter passenger airlines to receive large portions of their business from government sources could strengthen the passenger segment of the CRAF by providing the contract airlines the ability to focus on the business of moving DOD personnel across the globe in fulfillment of DOD needs.

**Status Quo**

The last alternative is status quo. The CRAF has an enviable history as a successful civil-military partnership that has bolstered United States national security for the past 60 years. Given there have only been two failings of note, the failure of the CRAF to meet commitment goals in the two years following ODS and the ATA bankruptcy, leaving the current structure of the CRAF untouched, is an alternative that warrants merit. When one considers that the CRAF as a whole has performed remarkably well considering the volatile nature of the airline industry, which has seen close to two hundred bankruptcies since the industry’s deregulation in 1978, it is logical to question whether change is truly necessary. Moreover, any changes designed to further incentivize the participation of charter passenger airlines could result in an increase of the cost of the CRAF program. At a time when defense expenditures are increasingly scrutinized, this would seem to be unjustifiable expense.

The strength of the status quo alternative lies in its cost-neutral approach. The CRAF has long been recognized as an inexpensive way to ensure air mobility for the DOD versus expensive organic airlift. With approximately one thousand long-range international aircraft, the United
States airline industry possesses more than enough aircraft to meet all current or plausible future airlift needs making incentives designed to protect a handful of carriers seem unnecessary.\textsuperscript{77} In 1990, there were six charter passenger carriers participating in the CRAF.\textsuperscript{78} Almost twenty years later, in 2008, there will still six charter passenger carriers participating in the CRAF, although ATA was in its last year of existence as previously discussed.\textsuperscript{79} Of the remaining five carriers, only one was the same as in 1990. Although few new incentives had been introduced to the CRAF in two decades, the number of airlines had remained essentially the same. Furthermore, the capacity lost due to business cessation had been replaced by new airlines thereby showing the resiliency of the CRAF in a status quo situation.

Although the status quo situation is attractive from the cost perspective, it does have flaws. First and foremost is the possibility of an airlift shortfall. Failure to make changes aimed at ensuring the viability of a segment of the CRAF for which the DOD possesses little to no organic capability poses serious risks to the nation’s crisis response ability. Secondly, the use of historic commitment levels to the CRAF by charter passenger airlines to justify not changing the CRAF incentives ignores the monumental changes that have taken place to the business base of these carriers in the last decade. While status quo may have worked in the past, there are no guarantees that this method will work in the future.

**Alternatives Judged Against Criteria**

**Long-Term Contracts**

The implementation of long-term contracts of five years has the potential to greatly stabilize the commitment from charter passenger airlines to the CRAF by providing guaranteed revenue for their future business planning. For the DOD, the process is already in place to use eighty percent of the average annual expenditures on charter airline transportation to set the
fixed-buy expenditures for the upcoming year.\textsuperscript{80} Using these numbers which are already available to commit to the following five years versus one would not increase DOD planning workloads.

The criteria to meet Stage I, II, and III commitment levels would not be adversely affected by long-term contracts. Current and future projection of the CRAF commitment rate show that there are roughly twice the number of aircraft committed to CRAF Stage I, II, and III mobilization than would be needed even in the worst case scenario.\textsuperscript{81} The use of long-term contracts would protect this capacity in two ways. First, it would aid the charter passenger airlines efforts to right size their fleets to meet future CRAF needs while still being profitable. Second, the protection of the charter passenger airlines and their commitment to DOD peacetime airlift would ensure the larger mainline airlines continued commitment to Stage I, II, and III requirements without any added risk of activation to fulfill peacetime requirements. The criteria to give charter passenger airlines a longer forecast of assured revenue from which to plan their businesses would also be satisfied by long-term contracts.

The risk associated with long-term contracts is two-fold. By letting the fixed-buy contracts on a five year basis, the DOD would be left with the expansion-buy and activation as their only means of adding capacity in times of surge requirements. As it is difficult to accurately predict future crisis events which the DOD would have to respond to, locking into five year contracts reduces their response flexibility. It must be noted, however, that during the last ten years, the fixed-buy portion of the CRAF has remained at approximately the same level while the expansion-buy portion has significantly increased due to OEF and OIF/OND requirement.\textsuperscript{82} This shows that flexibility in the fixed-buy portion is not necessary to the successful operation of the CRAF. It is the expansion-buy where DOD turns when surge requirements surface.
Additionally, although the long-term contract option is designed to protect Stage I, II, and III requirements, it is feasible that it may not be enough to protect the solvency of some charter passenger airlines. If one or more should fail, DOD would likely have to augment with airlift from the mainline airlines until the next contract cycle which would in turn threaten their future involvement in the CRAF. This could be alleviated by interim contracts within the five year cycle, but this would add to the cost of the operation of the CRAF by adding additional administrative expenses, thereby not meeting the criteria of minimizing additional costs for the DOD.

**Removal of the 60/40 Rule**

Within the DOD, there are numerous companies who derive a majority of their business revenue from DOD contracts. Bearing this in mind, the 60/40 rule is an anomaly which serves little purpose. The DOD depends on charter passenger airlines to supply ninety percent of their passenger airlift yet expects those same companies to rely on the DOD for only forty percent of their business. What the 60/40 rule does is to effectively instill uncertainty about the possibility of future CRAF revenue in the charter passenger airlines. This uncertainty deters these airlines from making improvements to their operations such as fleet upgrades and personnel training that would aid their continued support to the CRAF. Through continued waivers to this rule granted in order to meet OEF/OIF/OND airlift needs, the DOD has essentially discouraged charter passenger airlines from pursuing other revenue streams. If enforcement of this rule were to return following the drawdown of OEF/OND requirements, it would likely have a detrimental effect on their continued operational ability, much the same as the removal from the FedEx Team had on ATA. This would, in turn, negatively affect Stage I, II, and III commitment levels from the mainline airlines as they might cease their commitment to the CRAF in fear of activation.
Thus, abolishment of the 60/40 rule would meet the DOD criteria of ensuring that CRAF Stage I, II, and III commitment levels are continually met. For the charter passenger airlines, removal of the 60/40 rule would enable them to focus their resources on meeting DOD airlift needs without necessarily having to divert attention to other business avenues. As the fixed-buy has remained constant for the past decade, dismissal of the rule could give these airlines a baseline guarantee of business for planning. The 60/40 rule provides a constant threat that a company will be removed from participation in the CRAF for violation of this rule. If it were removed, charter passenger airlines could plan for the future based on fixed-buy incomes, as well as anticipation of expansion-buy revenues in order to remain a viable contributor to the CRAF. Based on this, the removal of the 60/40 rule meets the criteria of ensuring charter passenger carriers will be compensated in a manner that protects their continued operation.

The risk in the dissolution of the 60/40 rule is largely to the charter passenger airlines. Just as the past decade of markedly increased CRAF business has caused these airlines to be dependent on DOD revenues for survival, removing barriers to deriving revenue solely on government contracts may set them up for failure when CRAF revenues dip. Additionally, the threat to the DOD is that the reliance solely on the CRAF for revenues by the charter passenger airlines might lead to a situation where they have no excess capacity for the DOD to use in times of surge operations.\(^8\)\(^5\) This would likely lead to a need for mainline airlines to absorb the excess requirements, once again threatening their continued participation.

**Status Quo**

The status quo alternative uses historic levels of CRAF participation to predict future success. A fundamental tenet of this alternative is that the combination of available CRAF contracts and a free market economy will continue to provide sufficient participation in all
segments of the CRAF. When this alternative is judged against the criteria to ensure Stage I, II, and III mobilization requirements, the results are mixed. While the successfully history of the CRAF to maintain required commitment levels is certainly an encouraging indicator of future achievement, it is also hard to ignore the numerous analysts’ predictions of impending trouble within the charter passenger segment. The Industry for Defense Analyses, Congressional Budget Office, and Government Accountability Office have all voiced explicit concerns over the current CRAF structure’s ability to maintain support from the charter passenger airlines following a drawdown in airlift capacity.\textsuperscript{86,87,88} Based upon these predictions, it seems that adopting a status quo solution may not continue to meet DOD Stage mobilization requirements.

Regarding the charter passenger airlines, the status quo would continue to provide revenue through the fixed and expansion-buy programs. This would almost certainly provide sufficient revenue to some airlines that are properly sized for a reduction in business but others might not be so fortunate. Without adjustments in incentives, it is difficult to imagine how all of the CRAF charter passenger airlines could continue to operate given the erosion of their commercial business. Therefore, the status quo alternative seems unlikely to meet the criteria to ensure that the CRAF charter passenger carriers are adequately funded to protect their continued operation.

**Recommendations and Conclusion**

The CRAF has long stood as a successful example of cooperation between the United States government and commercial industry. By teaming with the civilian airline industry, the DOD has been able to better allocate its resources toward aircraft with specialized capabilities while still fulfilling its requirements to provide airlift in support of national security objectives. Throughout its near sixty year history, the DOD has made adjustments to the structure of the
CRAF, including the CPP and the MVP system, to ensure its viability in relation to the changing airline industry. For the DOD and the airline industry, the challenges of the last decade have forced both to rapidly adjust to dynamic external pressures in order to remain successful. For the airline industry, increased pressure from LCCs has forced mainline airlines to trim their capacity and move into vacation markets in order to cut costs and increase profits. This has been extremely damaging to the charter passenger airline industry, which lacks the fleet size to compete with the larger mainline airlines. Offsetting the charter passenger industry’s annual revenue decline of $1.1 billion in the last decade has been the CRAF’s fourfold increase in demand. While this has undoubtedly kept many of the charter passenger airlines in business, the likelihood of CRAF revenue remaining at these levels is small as DOD airlift requirements return to normal following troop drawdown in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The focus of this paper has been to highlight the problem posed to the CRAF if declining CRAF revenues force some charter passenger airlines out of business, and offer possible solutions. It has found that through modifications to existing incentives and extension of revenue guarantees, the CRAF can continue to supply the DOD with appropriate peacetime passenger airlift while protecting Stage I, II, and III mobilization requirements. The following are some recommendations based upon the criteria set to evaluate proposed alternatives. In review, these criteria are the ability of the alternative to meet the DOD’s Stage I, II, and III mobilization requirements while at the same time providing sufficient revenue to support the continued profitable operation of the contributing charter passenger carriers.

First, the DOD should lengthen the contracts of the fixed-buy to five year periods. When examined for its ability to best meet the proposed criteria, this seems to be the most likely to achieve prolonged stability in the charter passenger segment of the CRAF. Charter passenger
airlines need this guaranteed business to properly size their fleets and make upgrades to equipment and training in order to safely and efficiently support the CRAF. As the DOD depends on this capacity for ninety percent of its passenger airlift, a long-term commitment would act to protect these airlines and the resources they provide to national security. At the same time, mainline airlines would place more value in the charter passenger airlines contribution to their MVP teaming arrangements because they would continue to purchase MVP from the mainline carriers. Finally, by contracting the peacetime airlift to the charter passenger airlines for extended periods, the mainline airlines would be more likely to continue their commitment to Stage I, II, and III requirements as the need to utilize them in support of peacetime requirements would be diminished for a longer period.

Second, the 60/40 rule should be abolished. While this alternative is less likely to ensure Stage I, II, and III commitments and guarantee continued revenue to the charter passenger airlines, its enforcement in the future could threaten the existence of carriers who have become reliant on CRAF revenues for a majority of their profits. As the number of charter passenger carriers in the Craf fleet has numbered around five for the last decade, enforcement of the 60/40 rule on one carrier would mean a twenty percent drop in CRAF passenger capacity until a replacement could be found. This alternative would have a strong impact on the charter passenger airlines’ confidence in their future stability in the CRAF although it was not found that it a stronger alternative than long-term contracts to meet the stated criteria.

Third, a status-quo alternative was found to be insufficient to meet either criterion. Although it has historically proven effective in meeting Stage I, II, and III commitment levels, the erosion of the business base of charter passenger airlines combined with the reduction in capacity of the mainline airlines indicates that this option will ultimately lead to the inability of
some charter passenger airlines to remain solvent. This would obviously cause the CRAF to be unable to meet passenger airlift requirements and thus is not recommended.

The CRAF is a vital element of national security and must be continually adapted to meet future airlift needs. By adopting policies designed to protect the most vulnerable segment of the CRAF, the DOD can ensure the viability of the overall program well into the future.
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